„I will do
my best“
Ahmed
Bolica
Senior UI Developer

„My Name is Ahmed Bolica. I`m
a Senior UI Developer and this
what I love.“
About me

Objective

I am an innovative User Interface designer with several years of expertise which provided me with a strong knowledge of the fundamentals of design along with a deep understanding of code, the thing that makes me extremely
efficient in carrying out projects from conceptual to final
production stages.

Seeking a key role in a growth-oriented organization where
I can utilize my knowledge and experience together with
my innovation and versatility and my ability to work well
with others.

Work Experience
X Digital Group

Jun 2012 to Oct 2013

Senior UI Developer - UX Designer
Apply methods and techniques of Agile teaming methodology.
Convert clients’ requirements into actionable items that can be implemented in a user-interface through utilizing
the latest mobile, web and touch screen technologies.
Design and develop user interface prototypes, Work closely with product owner to develop and administer user
experience research, and provide analyses and recommendations from QC to develop and deploy web/mobile-based
user interfaces.
Participate in all phases of the software development cycle.
Turn customer needs into elements of user interface design and apply an approachable and powerful experience to
how the interface looks and works.

Overpink AG

Oct 2011 till Jun 2012

Senior Web Designer and Front-End Developer
Help create high-end, effective websites and Web applications.
Participate in requirements gathering sessions with development team.
Help code Front-End solutions, referencing site maps, wireframes, requirements documentation and visual design
templates.
Help Maintain High-End websites and Web applications.
Make sure that complex sites and/or applications are running smoothly. Process maintenance requests, especially
content requests.
Anticipate and resolve issues.

Reklam Advertising

Apr 2011 to Oct 2011

Web Designer
Designed UI software and implemented changes to specification for developers and programmers.
Trained and managed junior designers in software creation and design.

Bolica Web Design

Jan 2010 to Present

Founder and Creative Director
Create beautiful, usable, professional websites using best practice accessibility and the latest W3C web standards
guidelines, using last tecnicals like HTML 5 and CSS 3, resulting in semantic and seo friendly XHTML and CSS. All my
websites are lovingly hand coded.
Future browser‘s Compatibility
Support Latest Techniques of HTML 4.1 - 5 and CSS 2 – 3
Content Management Systems (CMS) Service.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO).

Workflow Skills
The ability to think creatively and conceptually, in order to understand instructional, marketing and other business
owner needs and translate them into graphic and World Wide Web designs.
Strong knowledge of user-interface design, web page layout and navigation methodology.
Ability to be strategic in viewing project requirements.
Ability to manage and deliver cohesive end product.
Ability to concept, execute and manage brand/trend right creative solutions.
Ability to learn and adapt to new technologies and software and working by it Ex (Responsive Design).
Handle all technical responsibilities related to: performance optimization, search engine optimization.
Coordinate with the development team to finalize the projects within the set time frame.
Detail oriented with an ability to work on multiple projects and meet tight deadlines in a fast-paced environment.
Knowledge and demonstrated experience with cross-browser and cross-platform issues (IE, Firefox, Safari, Chrome).
Receive feedback for different deliverables and update them with the necessary changes and amendments.
Update and enhance existing websites with new features to meet the requirement to enhance the user experience.

How I Work
Discover

Develop a thorough understanding of your company, project, audience, and objectives.

Design

Present purposeful designs that reflect your objectives and outline the final project aesthetic.

Create

Implement and develop designs into functional prototypes and documents, ready for review.

Deliver

Review and prepare final product. Polish, test, finalize, launch, and deliver. High fives all round.

Activities
Alexandria Web Designer community Co-Founder and General Manger.
Startup Weekend Alexandria Oct 2012.
Startup Weekend Alexandria Oct 2013.
Google Developer Group GDG Feb 2013.
Egypt Programmers Syndicate Member.

Language
Good English language skills .

Hobbies
El-AhlyClub <3
Surfing Internet.
Listing to Underground Music .
Reading Books and Magazines.
Photography.
Follow Design and Creative blogs

Qualification
Bachelor of Commerce, 2010
Alexandria University

Name:
Ahmed Abdallah
DOB:
2-8-1986
Military: Exempted
Marital: Single
Lives in: Alexandria, Egypt
				

Mobile: (+2) 0122 2459383
Email: ahmedbolica@gmail.com
ahmedbolica@live.com
info@bolica.net
Web: www.bolica.net 			
www.bolica.me
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http://about.me/BOLICA
https://facebook.com/BOLICA
http://linkedin.com/in/BOLICA
http:// behance.net/BOLICA
https://gplus.to/BOLICA
https://twitter.com/ BOLICA

Thank you

